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Self-Promotion for the Creative Person Feb 21 2022 Are you a creative person who desperately wants to tell the world about your talents and your art but lacks the
time, money, and know-how? Self-Promotion for the Creative Person is full of clever and creative ideas you can use to successfully get the word out about who you
are and what you do quickly, easily, and cheaply. Everything you need to know about marketing yourself is included in this book. Self-Promotion for the Creative
Person is packed with proven techniques that will work for you whether you are an author, actor, artist, or accordion player who wants fresh, off-beat, and costeffective ways to build a business or develop a successful and fulfilling career. Full of winning strategies, innovative ideas, and proven sales and marketing
techniques, Lee Silber will show you how to go from starving artist to superstar status with smart advice, including: * How to market without money * How to create
marketing materials that will sell you even when you're not around * How to build a buzz using word of mouth * How to use the Internet in ways you never thought
of to promote yourself * How to get the leaders in your field to endorse and help you Self-promotion is one of the most difficult things a creative person must do. It is
also the most critical. Open this book to any page and chances are you will find something that can help you overcome this hurdle and get the attention and
recognition you and your talents deserve.
How to Become a Creative Person Jul 17 2021 How can you be creative when you are not naturally creative? This book provides the universal and hands-on rules to
be a creative person based on the authentic success story of the author, Ryuho Okawa, who established Happy Science in 1986, gave more than 3,000 lectures and
published more than 2,800 books.
Herding Tigers Aug 06 2020 A practical handbook for every manager charged with leading teams to creative brilliance, from the author of The Accidental Creative
and Die Empty. Doing the work and leading the work are very different things. When you make the transition from maker to manager, you give ownership of
projects to your team even though you could do them yourself better and faster. You're juggling expectations from your manager, who wants consistent, predictable
output from an inherently unpredictable creative process. And you're managing the pushback from your team of brilliant, headstrong, and possibly overqualified
creatives. Leading talented, creative people requires a different skill set than the one many management books offer. As a consultant to creative companies, Todd
Henry knows firsthand what prevents creative leaders from guiding their teams to success, and in Herding Tigers he provides a bold new blueprint to help you be
the leader your team needs. Learn to lead by influence instead of control. Discover how to create a stable culture that empowers your team to take bold creative
risks. And learn how to fight to protect the time, energy, and resources they need to do their best work. Full of stories and practical advice, Herding Tigers will give
you the confidence and the skills to foster an environment where clients, management, and employees have a product they can be proud of and a process that
works.
Money Management for the Creative Person Sep 18 2021 Provides practical advice on personal finance and money management for the people involved in creative
pursuits, explains how financial freedom can allow one to utilize one's creative talents, and offers tips on how to discover marketable creative skills, develop a
financially viable freelancing career, and succeed without selling one's creative soul. Original. 10,000 first printing.
The Artist's Way Mar 01 2020 'A really good starting point to discover what lights you up' - Emma Gannon 'I love it. A practical, spiritual, nurturing book' - Russell
Brand THE MULTI-MILLION-COPY WORLDWIDE BESTSELLER Since its first publication, The Artist's Way has inspired the genius of Elizabeth Gilbert, Tim Ferriss,
Reese Witherspoon, Kerry Washington and millions of readers to embark on a creative journey and find a deeper connection to process and purpose. Julia Cameron
guides readers in uncovering problems and pressure points that may be restricting their creative flow and offers techniques to open up opportunities for growth and
self-discovery. A revolutionary programme for personal renewal, The Artist's Way will help get you back on track, rediscover your passions, and take the steps you
need to change your life. 'Each time I've learned something important and surprising about myself and my work ... Without The Artist's Way, there would have been
no Eat, Pray, Love' - Elizabeth Gilbert
Managing Creative People Aug 30 2022 A clash between the ideology of growth and the growth of ideas, between control and creativity, between measurement and
the immeasurable, between predictability and the fickle muses of inspiration in engulfing our boardrooms. In this scathing swipe at the institutionalised idiocy that
is stifling creativity just at the time the world needs it most Gordon Torr draws from the leading lights of creativity research to demolish the myths that surround the
generation of ideas in the modern organisation. The curse of the brainstorm, the commoditisation of creative talent, the deskilling of the imagination, the startling
inadequacies of management theory – these and the many other horrors of idea-assassination that run rampant in creative sector companies are dissected and
disembowelled in this hilarious expose of the drama that unfolds every time a new idea slides across the boardroom table. This book sets out to address the black
hole that surrounds the management of creative people, debunking many myths of creativity, and outlining a revolutionary approach to the pressing issue of
creative productivity in the contemporary creative sector company. A handbook of tools, techniques, methods and practical ideas whose USP is a framework for
thinking about efficient creative management – how to extract value from creative time. Gordon Torr presents a logical argument that puts in place the building
blocks of the author’s knowledge and experience towards the final architecture. “We need them as never before. And we know that they’re somehow different. Yet
the productive management of creative people is an almost totally neglected science. I doubt if there’s a single industry that wouldn’t gain immediate advantage
from Gordon Torr’s scrupulous and enlightening detective work.” - Jeremy Bullmore
Counseling for Artists, Performers, and Other Creative Individuals Jun 23 2019 Informed by clinical case studies, scientific research, and relevant theories,
Counseling for Artists, Performers, and Other Creative Individuals takes an in-depth look at the ways creative traits, the arts and entertainment industries, and
mental health interact. This hands-on guide examines many of the issues that afflict creative populations, such as performance anxiety, psychiatric disorders, and
occupational stress, with a nuanced understanding of the roles that creativity and the arts play in the lives of these individuals. Each chapter provides examples of
specific goals and interventions for clinical practice, including additional space for clinicians to write down ideas tailored to their clients’ unique needs. This is
essential reading for practitioners looking to treat creative clients’ psychological difficulties with insight and sensitivity.
How To Fly A Horse Nov 28 2019 WINNER OF THE 800-CEO-READ BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR 2015 In the vein of Susan Cain's QUIET and Malcolm
Gladwell's DAVID AND GOLIATH, HOW TO FLY A HORSE is a smart, empowering book that dispels the myths around genius and creativity. There is a myth about
how something new comes to be; that geniuses have dramatic moments of insight where great things and thoughts are born whole. Symphonies are composed
complete. Science is accomplished with eureka shrieks. Businesses are built by magic touch. The myth is wrong. Anyone can create. Acclaimed technology pioneer
Kevin Ashton takes us behind the scenes of creation to reveal the true process of discovery and how ‘new’ comes to be. From Archimedes to Apple, from Kandinsky
to the Coke can, from the Wright brothers – who set out to ‘fly a horse’ – to Woody Allen, he exposes the seemingly unremarkable individuals, gradual steps,
multiple failures and countless ordinary and often uncredited acts that led to our most astounding breakthroughs.
Why Design Matters Apr 13 2021 Foreword by Roxane Gay “Debbie Millman brings her Design Matters podcast, ‘about how the most creative people in the world
create their lives,’ to the page with this excellent interview anthology. Sharpened by Millman’s penetrating commentary, the candid musings teem with insight and
empathy. This sparkling collection is one to be savored slowly.”—Publisher’s Weekly The author, educator, brand consultant, and host of the widely successful and
award-winning podcast Design Matters showcases dozens of her most exciting interviews, bringing together insights and reflections from today’s leading creative
minds from across diverse fields. “Debbie Millman has become a singular voice in the world of intimate, enlightening conversations. She has demonstrated time,
and again, why design matters.”—Roxane Gay, from the foreword Over the course of her popular podcast’s fifteen-year reign, Debbie Millman has interviewed more
than 400 creative minds. In those conversations, she has not only explored what it means to design a creative life, but has, as Millman’s wife, Roxane Gay, assesses
in her foreword, “created a gloriously interesting and ongoing conversation about what it means to live well, overcome trauma, face rejection, learn to love and be
loved, and thrive both personally and professional.” In this illustrated, curated anthology, Millman includes approximately 80 of her best interviews with visionaries
from across diverse fields. Grouped by category—Legends, Truth Tellers, Culture Makers, Trendsetters, and Visionaries—these eye-opening, entertaining, and
enlightening conversations—offer insights into new ways of being and living. Accompanying each entry is a brief biography, a portrait photographed by Millman,
and a pull quote written in Millman’s artistic hand. Why Design Matters features 100 images and includes interviews with: Marina Abramovic, Cey Adams, Elizabeth
Alexander, Laurie Anderson, Lynda Barry, Allison Bechdel, Michael Bierut, Brené Brown, Alain de Botton, Eve Ensler, Shepard Fairey, Tim Ferriss, Louise Fili,
Kenny Fries, Anand Girhidardas, Cindy Gallop, Malcolm Gladwell, Milton Glaser, Ira Glass, Seth Godin, Thelma Golden, Gabrielle Hamilton, Steven Heller, Jessica
Hische, Michael R. Jackson, Oliver Jeffers, Saeed Jones, Thomas Kail, Maira Kalman, Chip Kidd, Anne Lamott, Elle Luna, Carmen Maria Machado, Thomas Page
McBee, Erin McKeown, Chanel Miller, Mike Mills, Marilyn Minter, Isaac Mizrahi, Nico Muhly, Eileen Myles, Emily Oberman, Amanda Palmer, Priya Parker, Esther
Perel, Maria Popova, Edel Rodriguez, Paula Scher, Amy Sherald, Simon Sinek, Pete Souza, Aminatou Sow, Brandon Stanton, Cheryl Strayed, Amber Tamblyn,
Christina Tosi, Tea Uglow, Chris Ware, and Albert Watson.

Creative People at Work Oct 20 2021 To demystify creative work without reducing it to simplistic formulas, Doris Wallace and Howard Gruber, one of the world's
foremost authorities on creativity, have produced a unique book exploring the creative process in the arts and sciences. The book's original "evolving systems
approach" treats creativity as purposeful work and integrates cognitive, emotional, aesthetic, and motivational aspects of the creative process. Twelve revealing
case studies explore the work of such diverse people as William Wordsworth, Albert Einstein, Jean Piaget, Anais Nin, and Charles Darwin. The case study approach
is discussed in relation to other methods such as biography, autobiography, and psychobiology. Emphasis is given to the uniqueness of each creative person; the
social nature of creative work is also treated without losing the sense of the individual. A final chapter considers the relationship between creativity and morality in
the nuclear age. In addition to developmental psychologists and cognitive scientists, this study offers fascinating insights for all readers interested in the history of
ideas, scientific discovery, artistic innovation, and the interplay of intuition, inspiration, and purposeful work.
George Eliot's Intellectual Life Oct 08 2020 It is well known that George Eliot's intelligence and her wide knowledge of literature, history, philosophy and religion
shaped her fiction, but until now no study has followed the development of her thinking through her whole career. This intellectual biography traces the course of
that development from her initial Christian culture, through her loss of faith and working out of a humanistic and cautiously progressive world view, to the thoughtprovoking achievements of her novels. It focuses on her responses to her reading in her essays, reviews and letters as well as in the historical pictures of Romola,
the political implications of Felix Holt, the comprehensive view of English society in Middlemarch, and the visionary account of personal inspiration in Daniel
Deronda. This portrait of a major Victorian intellectual is an important addition to our understanding of Eliot's mind and works, as well as of her place in nineteenthcentury British culture.
Time Management for the Creative Person Jan 23 2022 Creative folks often know all too well that the muse doesn’t always strike when you want it to, or when the
deadline for your next brilliant project is creeping up on you like an ill-fitting turtleneck. Originality doesn’t follow a time clock, even when you have to. While
conventional time management books offer tons of instruction for using time wisely, they are traditionally organized in a linear fashion, which just isn’t helpful for
the right-brain mind. In Time Management for the Creative Person, creativity guru Lee Silber offers real advice for using the strengths of artistic folks—like
originality and resourcefulness—to adopt innovative time-saving solutions, such as: * Learning to say no when your plate is just too full * How to know when a good
job, not a great one, is good enough * Making “to do” lists that include fun stuff, too—that way you won’t feel overwhelmed by work * Time-saving techniques
around the house that give you more time to get your work done and more time to spend with your loved ones * The keys to clutter control that will keep your work
space and your living space neat With these and lots of other practical tips, Lee Silber will help anyone, from the time-starved caterer rushing to prepare for her
next party to the preoccupied painter who forgets when the electric bill is due, make the most of their time and turn the clock and the calendar into friends, not
foes.
Organizing Your Creative Career Nov 01 2022 A practical and friendly guide to taming your chaos written specifically for creative people by the bestselling author
of Banish Clutter Forever. "Sheila gave me the tools to hunt success, and the infrastructure to handle it when it came." - Stik, world renowned street artist and
author Most of the conventional productivity advice you’ll find in the business section simply does not work for creative people. Surprisingly, to date there has not
been a single book that addresses the unique organizational challenges that artists face. This book sets out to change that, it addresses the myth that truly creative
people are messy and that they need mess in order to create. An artist herself, Sheila Chandra applies her professional insights as an organizing expert to the lives
of other busy creative people in all disciplines, showing them how good organization can liberate their creative magic. She begins with artists’ physical spaces,
including arranging their workspaces and offices so that they remain tidy effortlessly. Her career headspace chapters cover: • creative well-being, including artist
support systems • career well-being, including networking and collaborations • self-promotion and how to avoid working for free • making social media pay •
personal branding, career planning and goals • how to manage copyright issues and legal paperwork • legacy management And all from an artist’s point of view.
These fool-proof, tried and tested systems are mixed with creativity tips and artist well-being advice that only one artist knows to give another. Written with real
affection for the reader, Sheila Chandra takes the creative person by the hand and puts them on the path to success.
Don't Buy this Book Aug 18 2021 The sequel to the highly successful Don't Read This Book - Time Management for Creative People. Like its predecessor, it uses the
"To Don't List" method to help you make the right choices - choices that help you achieve your goals as a creative entrepreneur. Don't Buy This Book walks through
the necessary steps: testing your idea, getting it ready for business, and building on it. It covers everything you need to get started or improve your business as a
creative and offers practical exercises to clarify who you want to be as an entrepreneur.
344 Questions Dec 10 2020 Presents a collection of questions to help readers determine where they are in their life and career, formulate goals, and how to achieve
them, along with questions and answers from a variety of writers, musicians, and artists that they were asked on their way to success.
Productivity for Creative People Jul 29 2022
Creativity Sep 26 2019 An integrative introduction to the theories and themes in research on creativity, this book is both a reference work and text for courses in
this burgeoning area of research. The book begins with a discussion of the theories of creativity (Person, Product, Process, Place), the general question of whether
creativity is influenced by nature or nurture, what research has indicated of the personality and style of creative individuals from a personality analysis standpoint,
how social context affects creativity, and then coverage of issues like gender differences, whether creativity can be enhanced, if creativity is related to poor mental
or physical health, etc. The book contains boxes covering special interest items including one page biographies of famous creative individuals and activities for a
group or individual to test and/or encourage creativity, as well as references to internet sites relating to creativity. Breaks down the major theories about creativity
but doesn't restrict to a singular perspective Includes extensive citations of existing literature Textbook features included (i.e., key terms defined)
Motivation for Creative People May 27 2022 “This is a How To manual at the highest level from a man who has lived the life and has watched and worked
intimately with hundreds of others who’ve done the same. Indispensable reading for anyone in a creative field who is seeking to achieve not just a flash of brilliance
but a lifelong career.” Steven Pressfield, bestselling author of The War of Art “I love my work so much I would do it for free.” Many creative people have uttered
these words in a moment of enthusiasm—they express the joy of creative work. But they also hint at some of the pitfalls that lie in wait for creatives . . . In one
sense, creative people have no problem with motivation. We fall in love with our creative work and pursue a career that allows us to do what we love every day.
Psychological research confirms what we know in our hearts: we are at our most creative when we are driven by intrinsic motivation—working for the sheer joy of
it, regardless of rewards. Focusing on extrinsic motivation—such as money, fame, or other rewards—can kill your creativity. If you don’t feel excited by the task in
front of you, it’s impossible to do your best work, no matter what rewards it might bring. You may be determined not to sell out, but selling yourself short can be
just as damaging. And when it comes to public recognition, comparisonitis and professional jealousy can consume far too much of your creative energy. Working for
love is all well and good, but if you’re a creative professional you can’t ignore the rewards: you need money to enjoy your life and to fund your projects. You may not
need to be famous, but you do need a good reputation within your professional network. And if you’re in a fame-driven industry you need a powerful public profile,
whether or not you enjoy the limelight. There’s a precious balance at play—get it wrong, and you could seriously damage your creativity and even your career. For
the past twenty years creative coach Mark McGuinness has helped hundreds of creatives like you to overcome these challenges. In his latest book, Motivation for
Creative People, Mark helps you rise to these challenges and create a fulfilling and rewarding creative career. All the solutions he shares have been tested with real
people in real situations, including ways to: * stay creative and in love with your work—even under pressure * overcome Resistance to tackling your creative
challenges * reclaim your creative soul if you wander off your true path * stop selling yourself short—and start reaping the rewards of your creativity * attract the
right kind of audience for your work * cultivate an outstanding artistic reputation * avoid destroying your creativity through attachment to money, fame, reputation,
and other rewards * surround yourself with people who support your creative ambitions * avoid getting stuck in unhealthy comparisonitis or professional jealousy *
balance your inspiration, ambition, desires, and influences in the big picture of your creative career Motivation for Creative People is the perfect guide to figuring
out your different motivations and how they affect your creativity and career. The book is packed with practical advice and inspiring stories from Mark’s own
experience, his transformative work with coaching clients, and famous creators and creations—including Stanley Kubrick, Dante, The Smiths, Shakespeare, kabuki
drama, and Breaking Bad. If you are serious about succeeding in your creative career—while staying true to your inspiration—read Motivation for Creative People
Wired to Create Mar 25 2022 Discover the ten things highly creative people do differently. Is it possible to make sense of something as elusive as creativity? Based
on psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman’s groundbreaking research and Carolyn Gregoire’s popular article in the Huffington Post, Wired to Create offers a glimpse
inside the “messy minds” of highly creative people. Revealing the latest findings in neuroscience and psychology, along with engaging examples of artists and
innovators throughout history, the book shines a light on the practices and habits of mind that promote creative thinking. Kaufman and Gregoire untangle a series
of paradoxes— like mindfulness and daydreaming, seriousness and play, openness and sensitivity, and solitude and collaboration – to show that it is by embracing
our own contradictions that we are able to tap into our deepest creativity. Each chapter explores one of the ten attributes and habits of highly creative people:
Imaginative Play * Passion * Daydreaming * Solitude * Intuition * Openness to Experience * Mindfulness * Sensitivity * Turning Adversity into Advantage * Thinking
Differently With insights from the work and lives of Pablo Picasso, Frida Kahlo, Marcel Proust, David Foster Wallace, Thomas Edison, Josephine Baker, John Lennon,
Michael Jackson, musician Thom Yorke, chess champion Josh Waitzkin, video-game designer Shigeru Miyamoto, and many other creative luminaries, Wired to
Create helps us better understand creativity – and shows us how to enrich this essential aspect of our lives.
Creative Person and Creative Process Nov 20 2021
The Van Gogh Blues Apr 25 2022 Creative people will experience depression — that’s a given. It’s a given because they are regularly confronted by doubts about
the meaningfulness of their efforts. Theirs is a kind of depression that does not respond to pharmaceutical treatment. What’s required is healing in the realm of
meaning.In this groundbreaking book, Eric Maisel teaches creative people how to handle these recurrent crises of meaning and how to successfully manage the
anxieties of the creative process. Using examples both from the lives of famous creators such as van Gogh and from his own creativity coaching practice, Maisel
explains that despite their inevitable difficulties, creative people possess the ability to forge relationships, repair themselves, and find meaning in their work and
their lives. Maisel presents a step-by-step plan to help creative people handle their special brand of depression and rediscover the reasons they are driven to create
in the first place.
Studio Feb 09 2021 Art, craft and all things homemade have never been more popular and the trend for working from home continues apace. But it can be tricky to
carve out a space in your house that lets you indulge your passion or earn a living from your creativity. Studio and study spaces are special places – full of creative

spirit and practical potential – and there's never been a greater demand for a book that shows you how to carve out a corner that allows you to not only practice
your craft, but inspires and facilitates the very work you create. Real-life case studies from seven different countries, ranging from crafters, writers, designers and
artists, show readers just what can be achieved on every budget. Many of the studio owners featured have a dedicated and ever-expanding social media following,
including fashion designers Kiel James Patrick and Sarah Vickers, woodworker Ariele Alasko, designer Sarah Sherman Samuel, fine artist Lisa Congdon and decor8
blogger Holly Becker. Detailed chapters outline the vital pieces needed to create a functioning and inspirational studio space, while also taking an in-depth look into
different styles of studios for craft and creative activities. With Studio, Sally Coulthard shows you that spaces for creativity can be easy to make, look beautiful, and
fitted into any home.
Clever Nov 08 2020 If your company is like most, it has a handful of people who generate disproportionate quantities of value: A researcher creates products that
bankroll the entire organization for decades. A manager spots consumer-spending patterns no one else sees and defines new market categories your enterprise can
serve. A strategist anticipates global changes and correctly interprets their business implications. Companies' competitiveness, even survival, increasingly hinge on
such "clever people." But the truth is, clever people are as fiercely independent as they are clever-they don't want to be led. So how do you corral these players in
your organization and inspire them to achieve their highest potential? In Clever, Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones offer potent insights drawn from their extensive
research. The authors explain how to: -Identify your clever people and their motivations -Shelter your "clevers" from political distractions that can inhibit their
productivity -Help clevers generate even more value by creating clever teams -Manage the unique tensions that can arise when clevers work together Leading
clever people can be enormously challenging, yet doing so effectively is the key to your organization's sustained success. Lively and engaging, this book provides the
ideas, practices, and examples you need to create an environment where your most brilliant people can flourish.
The Creative's Curse Jul 05 2020 "If you come to terms with The Creative’s Curse. What is The Creative’s Curse? It's a voice inside you. It's a low whispering... It's
an undeniable fire to CREATE. Many people think The Creative's Curse is a thing to be beaten. They try and snuff the fire out. But what if you stopped denying your
true nature? What if you let it burn? The Creative's Curse is not something you will ever outgrow. That voice in your head will never be silent. Don't feel like you
have to listen when society says your work isn't worth doing. Inside this book you'll learn: how creative people lose their magic... and how to get it back; when to
access your "creativity triggers" to increase motivation; [and] how to make money with art (if that is something you want.)" -- From Amazon.com.
The Creative Habit Aug 25 2019 One of the world’s leading creative artists, choreographers, and creator of the smash-hit Broadway show, Movin’ Out, shares her
secrets for developing and honing your creative talents—at once prescriptive and inspirational, a book to stand alongside The Artist’s Way and Bird by Bird. All it
takes to make creativity a part of your life is the willingness to make it a habit. It is the product of preparation and effort, and is within reach of everyone. Whether
you are a painter, musician, businessperson, or simply an individual yearning to put your creativity to use, The Creative Habit provides you with thirty-two practical
exercises based on the lessons Twyla Tharp has learned in her remarkable thirty-five-year career. In "Where's Your Pencil?" Tharp reminds you to observe the world
-- and get it down on paper. In "Coins and Chaos," she gives you an easy way to restore order and peace. In "Do a Verb," she turns your mind and body into
coworkers. In "Build a Bridge to the Next Day," she shows you how to clean the clutter from your mind overnight. Tharp leads you through the painful first steps of
scratching for ideas, finding the spine of your work, and getting out of ruts and into productive grooves. The wide-open realm of possibilities can be energizing, and
Twyla Tharp explains how to take a deep breath and begin...
Banish Clutter Forever Jan 29 2020 Why is it that even the most disorganised person never seems to lose their toothbrush? How can this simple fact solve all our
clutter problems? The Toothbrush Principle is a simple yet inspired approach to de-cluttering your home. Whether you live in a mansion or a bedsit, this book will
show you how to: organise according to the unconscious blueprint that naturally tidy people have, so that getting and staying organised is easy; know what to throw
away with confidence; set up your wardrobe so you get much more use out of the clothes you have; work from home productively in a clear, designated space; tame
your inbox! Step-by-step, room-by-room, you'll soon find that you hardly ever lose things, massive clear outs become a thing of the past and you never spend more
than 10 minutes a day tidying up. So stop drowning in piles of clutter, learn how to be organised and start creating space to live out the life of your dreams!
Organizing for the Creative Person Mar 13 2021 Addresses the organizational needs of right-brain-dominant people, showing them how to adopt strategies that
work with, rather than against, their natural tendencies. Original. 20,000 first printing.
How To Be An Artist Oct 27 2019 Explore your creative side as you discover the artist that lies within. Each of the fun activities included in this ebook will teach
you about a different area of art and design. Learn about the history and theory of art, before getting your hands dirty while creating your very own masterpieces.
With more than 30 activities designed to encourage and stimulate even the most reluctant artist, How to be an Artist gets the creative juices flowing. From mark
making to woodwork, and photography to sculpture, there's a project for every art-aficionado to get stuck into. Famous artist pages teach children about the
pioneers of artistic movements, such as Albrecht Durer, Frida Kahlo, and Yayoi Kusama. From the basics, such as composition and perspective, to the trickier
techniques of illusion and paper engineering, this art activity book for kids has it all.
Time Management for the Creative Person Jan 11 2021 Creative folks often know all too well that the muse doesn’t always strike when you want it to, or when the
deadline for your next brilliant project is creeping up on you like an ill-fitting turtleneck. Originality doesn’t follow a time clock, even when you have to. While
conventional time management books offer tons of instruction for using time wisely, they are traditionally organized in a linear fashion, which just isn’t helpful for
the right-brain mind. In Time Management for the Creative Person, creativity guru Lee Silber offers real advice for using the strengths of artistic folks—like
originality and resourcefulness—to adopt innovative time-saving solutions, such as: * Learning to say no when your plate is just too full * How to know when a good
job, not a great one, is good enough * Making “to do” lists that include fun stuff, too—that way you won’t feel overwhelmed by work * Time-saving techniques
around the house that give you more time to get your work done and more time to spend with your loved ones * The keys to clutter control that will keep your work
space and your living space neat With these and lots of other practical tips, Lee Silber will help anyone, from the time-starved caterer rushing to prepare for her
next party to the preoccupied painter who forgets when the electric bill is due, make the most of their time and turn the clock and the calendar into friends, not
foes.
The Dark Side of Creativity Jun 03 2020 With few exceptions, scholarship on creativity has focused on its positive aspects while largely ignoring its dark side. This
includes not only creativity deliberately aimed at hurting others, such as crime or terrorism, or at gaining unfair advantages, but also the accidental negative side
effects of well-intentioned acts. This book brings together essays written by experts from various fields (psychology, criminal justice, sociology, engineering,
education, history, and design) and with different interests (personality development, mental health, deviant behavior, law enforcement, and counter-terrorism) to
illustrate the nature of negative creativity, examine its variants, call attention to its dangers, and draw conclusions about how to prevent it or protect society from
its effects.
Creative Acts For Curious People Dec 30 2019 'Packed end to end with ways to see the world in new ways' Mike Krieger, cofounder, Instagram 'Designed to spark
creativity, help solve problems, foster connection and make our lives better' Gretchen Rubin 'Navigate today's world with agility, resilience and imagination'
Lorraine Twohill, CMO, Google What do they teach you at the most prestigious design school in the world? For the first time, you can find out. This highly-visual
guide brings to life the philosophies of some of the d.school's most inventive and unconventional minds, including founder David Kelley, Choreographer Aleta Hayes
and Google Chief Innovation Evangelist Frederik Pferdt and more. Creative Acts for Curious People is packed with ideas about the art of learning, discovery and
leading through creative problem solving. With exercises including: - 'Expert Eyes' to test your observation skills - 'How to Talk to Strangers' to foster
understanding - 'Designing Tools for Teams' to build creative leadership Revealing the hidden dynamics of design, and delving inside the minds of the profession's
most celebrated thought-leaders, this definitive guide will help you live up to your creative potential.
The Creative Architect Jun 15 2021 The story behind a little-known episode in the annals of modern architecture and psychology—a 1950s creativity study of the
top architects of the day, including Eero Saarinen, I.M. Pei, Philip Johnson, Louis Kahn, Richard Neutra, George Nelson, and dozens more—is now published for the
first time. The story of midcentury architecture in America is dominated by outsized figures who were universally acknowledged as creative geniuses. Yet virtually
unheard of is this intensive 1958–59 study, conducted at the Institute of Personality Assessment and Research at the University of California, Berkeley, that
scrutinized these famous architects in an effort to map their minds. Deploying an array of tests reflecting current psychological theories, the investigation sought to
answer questions that still apply to creative practice today: What makes a person creative? What are the biographical conditions and personality traits necessary to
actualize that potential? The study’s findings have been gathered through numerous original sources, including questionnaires, aptitude tests, and interview
transcripts, revealing how these great architects evaluated their own creativity and that of their peers. In The Creative Architect, Pierluigi Serraino charts the
development, implementation, and findings of this historic study, producing the first look at a fascinating and forgotten moment in architecture, psychology, and
American history.
Motivation for Creative People Apr 01 2020
Organizing for the Creative Person Sep 30 2022 The right-brain way to conquering clutter, mastering time, and reaching one's goals: the first book to show creative
people how to arrange their desks, their time, and their lives in a style consistent with their unique way of perceiving the world. Suggests a host of practical
solutions, all in harmony with the way creative people think and act. 20 line drawings.
Ungifted Jul 25 2019 Child prodigies. Gifted and Talented Programs. Perfect 2400s on the SAT. Sometimes it feels like the world is conspiring to make the rest of us
feel inadequate. Those children tapped as possessing special abilities will go on to achieve great things, while the rest of us have little chance of realizing our
dreams. Right? In Ungifted, cognitive psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman -- who was relegated to special education as a child -- sets out to show that the way we
interpret traditional metrics of intelligence is misguided. Kaufman explores the latest research in genetics and neuroscience, as well as evolutionary, developmental,
social, positive, and cognitive psychology, to challenge the conventional wisdom about the childhood predictors of adult success. He reveals that there are many
paths to greatness, and argues for a more holistic approach to achievement that takes into account each young person's personal goals, individual psychology, and
developmental trajectory. In so doing, he increases our appreciation for the intelligence and diverse strengths of prodigies, savants, and late bloomers, as well as
those with dyslexia, autism, schizophrenia, and ADHD. Combining original research, anecdotes, and a singular compassion, Ungifted proves that anyone -- even
those without readily observable gifts at any single moment in time -- can become great.
Life Meets Art Sep 06 2020 An inspiring collection of the extraordinary private spaces of 250 of the world's most creative people, past and present Life Meets Art is

an unparalleled behind-the-scenes tour of some of the most fascinating, inspirational and unique home interiors in the world. The living spaces of hundreds of the
globe's most talented people in the spheres of art, design, fashion, literature, music, and film, here provide inspiration for anyone fascinated by stylish living,
creative interior design and the myriad possibilities for home decor. It's a fascinating glimpse into the homes of some of the greatest creatives in history -- painters,
sculptors, novelists, poets, fashion designers, composers, musicians, architects, and more.
Creative People Must Be Stopped Jun 27 2022 A framework for overcoming the six types of innovation killers Everybody wants innovation—or do they? Creative
People Must Be Stopped shows how individuals and organizations sabotage their own best intentions to encourage "outside the box" thinking. It shows that the
antidote to this self-defeating behavior is to identify which of the six major types of constraints are hindering innovation: individual, group, organizational, industrywide, societal, or technological. Once innovators and other leaders understand exactly which constraints are working against them and how to overcome them, they
can create conditions that foster innovation instead of stopping it in its tracks. The author's model of constraints on innovation integrates insights from the vast
literature on innovation with his own observations of hundreds of organizations. The book is filled with assessments, tools, and real-world examples. The author's
research has been featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, London Guardian and San Jose Mercury News, as well as on Fox News and on NPR's
Marketplace Includes illustrative examples from leading organizations Offers a practical guide for bringing new ideas to fruition even within a previously rigid
organizational culture This book gives people in organizations the conceptual framework and practical information they need to innovate successfully.
Don't Read this Book Dec 22 2021 When times are particularly difficult, and you are likely to slip into despair, some of the greatest pop songs can provide true
comfort to make it through the pain. The problem with advice in general is that we often don't take it. The great thing about advice songs is that you can kick back
and listen to someone else coach you through a tough situation while rocking out at the same time. This wonderful book lists 250 of the best pop songs for those
times that solid life advice is needed. The songs represent all popular music styles from the last fifty years, from rock to folk, and from punk to hip hop. There are
for example many times in which the three words "let it be" are words of wisdom. Although the lyrics may have originally been written in reference to interpersonal
difficulties within the Beatles, the song does possess a universality that makes "Let It Be" one of the great advice pop songs of all time. Other famous pop music
advice to live by: "You Can't Always Get What You Want" by The Rolling Stones "If You Love Somebody, Set Them Free" by Sting "Don't Worry, Be Happy" by Bobby
McFerrin "Always Look on the Bright Side of Life" by Eric Idle Don't Eat the Yellow Snow (Frank Zappa) is a collection of all the famous advice songs and many
surprises as well. It gives the reader the song titles, painted by hand by the designer, and a striking quote from the song lyrics as well as indices on artist and
themes. This well produced, iconic looking album of words of wisdom from pop music is the perfect gift for music lovers of all ages.
Dear Client May 03 2020 In a world where every business, brand, product, and service needs a strong visual identity, it’s critical for clients and creative
professionals to work together. And the key to success, as with any relationship, is communication. In Dear Client, award-winning graphic designer Bonnie Siegler
offers an invaluable step-by-step guide to how to talk so creatives will listen, and how to listen when creatives talk. Written as a series of honest, friendly
lessons—“Know What You Like,” “Decide Who Will Decide,” “Focus Groups Suck,” “Don’t Say ‘Make It Yellow,’ Say ‘Make It Sunny,’” “Serve Lunch During
Lunchtime Meetings”—it shows exactly how to deal with the subjectivity, emotional pitfalls, and occasional chaos of a creative partnership. Here’s how to articulate
your visual goals and set a clear, consistent direction. How to give feedback that works and avoid words that inhibit creative thinking. How to be open to something
you didn’t imagine. And most of all, how to have fun, save money, and get the results you want.
Career Solutions for Creative People May 15 2021 Dr. Ronda Ormont has written a comprehensive guide to finding a career that can both feed your wallet and fuel
your personal creative endeavors. Included are real-life profiles, sample forms and worksheets, and essential steps to: * Learn what fields of work compliment your
personality* Allocate time and energy for your own artistic pursuits * Overcome fears of change* Write resumes and interview for potential jobs * Explore selfemployment options * Restructure your current career position to suit your creative needs
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